In the Partial Information Network Query (PINQ) problem, we are given a host graph H , and a pattern P whose topology is partially known. We seek a connected subgraph of H that resembles P. PINQ is a generalization of Subgraph Isomorphism, where the topology of P is known, and Graph Motif, where the topology of P is unknown. This generalization addresses the major challenge of analyzing biological networks in the absence of certain topological data. In this paper, we use a non-standard hybridization of algebraic and combinatorial tools to develop an exact parameterized algorithm as well as an FPT-approximation scheme for PINQ.
Introduction
With the increasing amount of data on biological networks available, the discovery of conserved patterns or signaling pathways has become of major importance. Roughly speaking, a pattern is modeled by a connected labeled graph, and its conservation is observed by the detection of similar patterns (as subgraphs) across networks of different species. Such intrinsic structural properties can be identified through the extensive use of network queries, which compare the graph modeling the network with a given pattern. Indeed, the well-studied Graph Motif (GM) problem and the Alignment Network Query (ANQ) problem-a variant of the classic Subgraph Isomorphism (SI) problem-play a pivotal role in the analysis of biological networks [17, 35] . Due to their general nature, ANQ and GM can also be used in analyzing other types of networks, such as social and technical networks [16] .
Given a pattern P and an undirected graph H , GM and ANQ seek a subgraph of H that resembles P. GM requires only the connectivity of the solution, while ANQ requires resemblance between the topology of P and the solution. The Partial Information Network Query (PINQ) problem, introduced by Pinter and Zehavi [31] , fits for the common scenario where we have only partial information on the topology of P. Indeed, it is often the case that many interactions between entities (such as proteins)-represented by nodes in a biological network-are unknown (see, e.g., [10] ). On one hand, by running an algorithm for GM, one actually discards knowledge that does exist with respect to some interactions. On the other hand, calling an algorithm for ANQ is impossible, unless one performs multiple calls that aim to explore all interactions whose insertions to P may yield its exact "true" topology, which is inefficient. PINQ formulates the problem directly, to fit inputs where data is either missing or noisy.
Since network query problems are often NP-hard, there is a growing body of literature studying their parameterized complexity. A problem is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) with respect to a parameter k if it can be solved in time O * ( f (k)) for some function f . The notation O * hides factors polynomial in the input size. In this paper, we introduce a novel part-algebraic/part-combinatorial hybridization strategy, which we use to develop exact as well as approximation FPT algorithms for a variant of PINQ, called PINQ I ; this variant allows insertions and deletions (indels) of nodes and handles patterns consisting of graphs of constant treewidth (see Sect. 1.2). We thus unify and improve several previous results related to network queries.
Problem Statement
Given a host graph H and a pattern that is a set of graphs P, in PINQ I we seek a disjoint collection of pairwise-node disjoint subgraphs of H , each resembling a different graph in P, whose union is a connected graph (see below). Each of these subgraphs is mapped to the graph it resembles in P, by using a variant of isomorphism allowing to contract degree-2 nodes, called homeomorphism. The study of this variant is motivated by Pinter et al. [30] . Indeed, in the context of metabolic networks, they observe that Biologically, a single enzyme in one pathway may replace a few consecutively acting enzymes in another pathway. The replacement can take place if the replacing enzyme is multifunctional and can thus catalyze several consecutive reactions, or if the enzyme uses an alternative catalysis that leads directly from the initial substrate to the final product. Note that enzymes that catalyze just a single reaction are more likely to be replaced than those that catalyze more reactions, for both biochemical and parsimony-related reasons. Translat- 
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Fig. 1 An example of a homeomorphism h from G to G ing this biological description into graph terms implies that degree-2 nodes may be deleted from the graph, a behavior that is perfectly captured by subtree homeomorphism.
We now formally define our problem and related operations on graphs.
Homeomorphism Given a graph G = (V , E) and a set U of degree-2 nodes in V , generate the multigraph G\U as follows (see Fig. 1 ). Delete from G the nodes in U and their incident edges. For every pair v, u ∈ V \U joined by a simple path whose inner nodes belong to U , add an edge {v, u}. For every v ∈ V \U and a simple cycle in G consisting only of v and nodes in U , add a self-loop to v.
A homeomorphism from G = (V , E) to G = (V , E )
is defined as an isomorphism from G\U to G \U , where U and U are subsets of degree-2 nodes in V and V , respectively. To simplify the presentation, we use the term homeomorphism also when referring to a function whose domain is empty.
Partial Information Network Query with Indels (PINQ I ). The input for PINQ I consists of a pattern that is a set of graphs P = {P 1 , . . . , P t }, where P i = (V P i , E P i ), and a host graph H = (V H , E H ) having rational numbers as edge-weights, along with a similarity score table Δ. The table Δ contains an entry Δ( p, h) ∈ R ∪ {−∞} for any pair of nodes p, h, where p ∈ V P i , 1 ≤ i ≤ t and h ∈ V H (an entry Δ( p, h) = −∞ indicates that p and h cannot be matched). The input contains also the nonnegative integers I F , I A and D. Let k = t i=1 |V P i | denote the total number of nodes in the pattern P (see Fig. 2a) .
We now give the definition of a solution for PINQ I (see Fig. 2b ). Let S = (S, V S 1 , . . . , V S t+1 , h 1 , . . . , h t ), where S = (V S , E S ) is a connected subgraph of the host H , {V S 1 , . . . , V S t+1 } is a partition of V S , and h i is a homeomorphism from P i to the subgraph of S induced by V S i , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Let dom( f ) and ima( f ) denote the domain and image of a function f , respectively; denote by w(e) the weight of an edge e. The number of indels and score of the solution S are defined as follows.
-The number of free insertions is |V S t+1 |. Informally, this is the number of nodes connecting the subgraphs of S that are mapped to graphs in the pattern P.
-The number of alignment insertions is the number of unmapped nodes in 7 ), p 6 is deleted, p 5 is mapped to v 1 , and p 6 is mapped to v 7 . It is worth mentioning that p 1 is mapped to v 4 due to the high score Δ( p 1 , v 4 ) = 9. Then, as the remaining nodes in V (P) cannot be mapped to v 2 and v 3 , these two verices become free insertions (to preserve connectivity) mapped to nodes of graphs in the pattern P, and yet belong to the subgraphs of S that are mapped to graphs in P.
-The number of deletions is the number of unmapped nodes in t i=1 V P i , i.e.,
The score is the sum of the similarity scores between matched nodes, and the weights of the edges in E S , i.e., 
Δ( p, h i ( p)) + e∈E S w(e).
We say that S is a solution if it includes exactly I F free insertions, I A alignment insertions and D deletions, and any cycle in S is completely contained in the subgraph induced by V S i , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ t. The cycle requirement is imposed for computational purposes-without it, our problem is a generalization of the intractable Clique problem, which is W[1]-hard [15] (see below). Assuming that there is no solution having less than I F free insertions (if such solution exists, we can simply reject the input), the objective of PINQ I is to find the maximum score OPT of a solution.
The detection of a solution with less than I F insertions can be done by running the algorithm on the original input with I F replaced by I F for every nonnegative integer I F < I F . A similar procedure can also be executed for D and I A , yet our special attention is given only to I F since our main goal is to map the graphs in the pattern P "close" to each other-this is the main indication that these graphs belong to the same unit rather than disparate units. Clearly, if a solution is not found for some choice of D, I A and I F , other choices (of larger values) can be examined later.
Relation of PINQ I to Known Network Queries PI N Q is the special case where I F = I A = D = 0. Also, ANQ with Indels (ANQ I ) [14] is the special case where The symbol '$' marks an FPT-AS. Recall that k = t i=1 |V P i |, D is the number of deletions, I A is the number of alignment insertions, and W is the maximum absolute value of any weight. The hidden dependency of our algorithm on treewidth is |V H | tw t = 1. Finally, GM with Indels (GM I ) [10] is the special case where t = k, and Δ( p, h) ∈ {−∞, 0} for any p ∈ V P i , 1 ≤ i ≤ t and h ∈ V H . Because k = |V P i |, the condition t = k is equivalent to having each graph in the pattern P consist of a single node.
Relation of PINQ I to the Clique Problem The Clique problem asks whether a given graph contains a clique on k nodes. We note that, without the above cycle requirement, the Clique problem is the special case where
, and w(e) = 1 for all e ∈ E H . However, with the cycle requirement, each clique on at least three nodes contained in a solution must be entirely contained in a graph in the pattern P. Thus, with the cycle requirement, we can only seek cliques as large as those that already exist in our pattern graphs.
Previous Work and Our Contribution
ANQ is NP-hard even if the single graph in the pattern P is a path, since this case generalizes the Hamiltonian path problem [19] . GM is NP-hard even if the host H is a tree [27] . Tables 1, 2 and 3 present known FPT algorithms for PINQ I , ANQ I and GM I , referring to various classes of pattern graphs P, including graphs of constant treewidth. 1 The Weights columns refer to the possible values for edge-weights and scores in Δ, excluding −∞, and W denotes the maximum absolute value of any weight. Typically, in our applications W is polynomial in the input size [27] . Entries marked by '$' indicate instances for which we present an FPT-approximation scheme (FPT-AS), that returns a value in
Our main result is Exact, a randomized O * (3.7 k−D+I A ·W ) time exact algorithm for PINQ I , which handles a wide class of inputs (see Theorem 1) . A more precise upper bound on the running time of Exact is O(3.698 k−D+I A ·W log W · |V H | tw+O (1) 
The symbol '$' marks an FPT-AS and are the number of nodes in the input graph and the size of the sought clique, respectively [12] .) Our results improve and extend the results by Pinter and Zehavi [31] (who introduced PINQ). In particular, we significantly improve the O * -running time of the algorithm by Pinter and Zehavi [31] for PINQ if weights are polynomially bounded. 2 Furthermore, we are now able to handle indels as well as patterns that are graphs of constant treewidth.
We note that while the topologies of many biological networks (such as metabolic networks) indeed resemble trees, they are typically more general than trees (see, e.g., [14, 32] ). We complement Exact by developing an FPT-AS for PINQ I (see Theorem 2) . This shows that our algorithm for PINQ I can be used to obtain efficient approximation when the input contains large weights.
Overall, algorithm Exact improves and unifies the previous results as follows.
-We extend an algorithm for PINQ presented in [31] , by considering indels and constant treewidth pattern graphs (see Table 1 ). Note that a graph with a constant feedback vertex set has a constant treewidth [9] . Thus, our results hold also for graphs with constant feedback vertex sets. -For inputs with polynomially bounded integral weights, we significantly improve the O * running times of the best known algorithms for PINQ (due to [31] ) and ANQ I (due to [14, 22] ). For example, using the real data presented in [27] , the weights in the [6] , to handle integral weights.
-Exact has the same O * running time as the best known FPT algorithms for Subgraph Isomorphism (SI), in which the subgraph is a tree [26] , or has a constant treewidth [18] . The same holds for Group Steiner Tree [28] , and Min Connected Components [32] . Indeed, all of these problems are special cases of PINQ I .
Notation and Definitions in Linear Algebra
E P i be the sets of nodes and edges in the pattern P, respectively. Also, let P * be the set of single-node graphs in P, V (P * ) = P i ∈P * V P i and k * = |P * |. Let V (G) and E(G) be the node-set and edge-set of a graph G, respectively. Comparison between tuples of integers (i 1 
. . , }, and i +1 < j +1 . Furthermore, given a universe U , a non-empty family F ⊆ 2 U where each set in F is of size 2, and an injective function : U → N, define the min-max pair of (F, ) as the pair {u, v} ∈ F such that {min{ (u), (v)}, max{ (u), (v)}} is lexicographically smallest. Since is injective, the choice of this pair is unique. Moreover, for the min-max pair {u, v} of (F, ), define new( ) as except that new( )(v) = (u) and new( )(u) = (v). A function is an involution if it is a permutation that is its own inverse.
Recall that a monomial is a polynomial that has only one term. In other words, it is a product of variables with nonnegative integer exponents. The characteristic of a field is the smallest positive integer c, such that c · 1 = 0, where 1 is the multiplicative identity element and 0 is the additive identity element. In particular, in a field of characteristic 2, it holds that 2 · 1 = 0. When we evaluate a polynomial P over a field F, we assign values (from F) to the variables of the polynomial, and calculate the single value of P that results from this assignment. 
Main Technique
In developing algorithm Exact, we combine the algebraic narrow sieves technique [5] (see also [24] ) with the divide-and-color technique [11] , which are often used as two separate tools in solving parameterized problems. Our approach contains a novel application of narrow sieves that consists of two monomial-associating procedures, rather than one such procedure, as detailed below. It may be useful in obtaining fast FPT algorithms for other problems that include as special cases several "color codingrelated" problems (indeed, PINQ I encompasses GM and SI). We note that the algebraic algorithm for the Hamiltonicity problem by Björklund [4] (see also [5] ) also applies (as preprocessing) a combinatorial partitioning phase.
In the narrow sieves technique, we express a parameterized problem by associating monomials with potential solutions. Each monomial either represents a unique correct solution, or an even number of incorrect solutions. Having a polynomial that is the sum of such monomials, we need to determine whether it has a monomial whose coefficient is odd. On the other hand, divide-and-color is a combinatorial technique where, in each step, we have a set S n of n elements, and we seek a certain subset S k of k elements in S n . We randomly partition S n into two sets: S 1 n and S 2 n . Thus, we get the problem of finding a subset S ⊆ S k in S 1 n , and another problem of finding the subset S k \S in S 2 n . In solving PINQ I , we first observe that if, in some hypothetical scenario, we knew that the nodes in V H should be mapped only to nodes in V (P * ), PINQ I can be efficiently solved by a narrow sieves procedure, ProcedureA, that is a straightforward extension of the algorithm for GM given by Björklund et al. [6] . On the other hand, if |P| = 1, PINQ I can be efficiently solved by a different procedure, ProcedureB, using a standard application of narrow sieves. Now, suppose that we have a partition of V H into a set A of nodes that can be mapped only to nodes in V (P * ), and a set B of nodes that can be mapped only to nodes in V (P)\V (P * ). For such a scenario, we develop a non-trivial narrow sieves procedure, ManySingles, handling nodes in A in an efficient manner similar to ProcedureA, and nodes in B in a manner similar to ProcedureB. To handle only such scenarios, before each call to ManySingles, we use divide-and-color to partition V H into the sets A and B. 3 Indeed, building on a result by Björklund et al. [6] , the correctness of ManySingles crucially relies on the fact that A does not contain nodes that can be mapped to nodes in V (P)\V (P * ).
The combined application of divide-and-color and ManySingles is efficient only for solutions containing many graphs from P * . 4 However, solutions containing few graphs from P * cannot contain too many graphs from P (since each solution contains exactly k − D nodes from V (P)). For such solutions, we develop a procedure, FewSingles, handling all the nodes in V H in a manner similar to ProcedureB.
Thus, our algorithm proceeds in the following main steps: 1. Examine all choices for the number n P * of graphs from P * in the solution. 2. If n P * is "large":
(a) Apply divide-and-color to partition V H 
A Simple Version of Procedures FewSingles and ManySingles
Assume that P is a set of constant treewidth graphs, and the weights are nonnegative integers (recall that the weights are the possible values for edge-weights and scores in Δ, excluding −∞). Algorithm Exact (see Sect. 7) only needs the procedures to be correct under these assumptions. For the sake of clarity, we first present a simple version of FewSingles that cannot handle indels. Then, in Sect. 3.2, we explain how to modify this procedure to obtain FewSingles and ManySingles. The technical details of FewSingles and ManySingles are given in Sects. 4, 5 and 6.
SimpleFewSingles: A Narrow Sieves Procedure
Assuming that I F = I A = D = 0, we present a narrow sieves procedure that efficiently finds solutions containing few graphs in P * . We first define the structure of a potential solution. We then describe the potential solutions, and associate them with monomials. We show how to evaluate sums of such monomials, and finally, we present the procedure, which heavily relies on these evaluations.
The Structure of a Potential Solution
Recall that any cycle in a solution S is contained in a subgraph induced by V S i , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Thus, by contracting each of the subgraphs into a single node, and choosing a node as a root, any solution for PINQ I can be represented by a rooted tree. We study the mappings of such trees (into graphs in P) below.
A
Informally, such a quad describes a structure for a solution as follows. T and f gra specify which graphs are chosen, that is, not entirely deleted, from the pattern P by having them present in the image of f gra , and how to connect them, that is, how they form the tree structure mentioned above where the tree topology is given by T ; f nod indicates how to map the nodes of graphs chosen from the pattern P to nodes in V H by assigning, to each node in T and each node in the graph in P to which v is mapped by f gra , a node in V H ; f con refines our information about how the chosen graphs are connected, by specifying not only that some node in graph P i is connected to some node in graph P j (information already given by T and f gra ) but also which specific nodes in these graphs are connected, as will be clarified after Definition 1. Next, we define the quads corresponding to structures of potential solutions for PINQ I , which are called r -good quads; here, r ∈ V H denotes a node to which we map a node of the root of T . We give examples of such quads in Fig. 3 .
Definition 1
Given r ∈ V H , we say that a quad (T , f gra , f nod , f con ) is r -good if the following conditions hold.
It holds that
(a) Node v is the father of u in T , and
Recall that every pair (v, p) in the domain of f nod corresponds to a node v ∈ V (T ) and a node p of the graph in the pattern P to which v is mapped by f gra . Having this interpretation in mind, Condition 1 states the number of such pairs mapped by f nod to r is exactly 1, and the graph in P mapped to the root of T has a node p mapped to r . In other words, we map only one node in V (P) to r , and this node belongs to the graph to which the root of T is mapped.
Condition 2 requires that the mapping of the graphs in the pattern P to subgraphs of the host H is correct (i.e., we map edges of graphs in P to edges in E H ). By Condition 3, we do not match a node in V (P) with a node in V H that cannot be matched according to Δ (indicated by having −∞ as the similarity score between these two nodes).
Condition 4a states that f con does not contradict the information provided by T on the edges connecting the graphs in P. More precisely, a node v being a father of a node u in T implies that f gra (v) and f gra (u) are connected by an edge. For such nodes v and u, the function f con provides information on the connecting edge:
, implies that p and p are connected by an edge (which, by Condition 4a, is mapped to an edge in E H ). Condition 4b avoids some quads in which several nodes in V (P) are mapped to the same node in V H . 5 Finally, Condition 5 states that for each pair of a node u and its father v in T , there exists only one pair ( p, p ) of a node p of the graph
) and a node p of the graph P j ∈ P mapped to u ( p ∈ V ( f gra (u))), such that these two nodes p and p are connected by an edge.
We now define the score of an r -good quad by the mapping of the edges in E(P), the pairs of matched nodes, and the edges connecting the graphs in P. In Fig. 3 , the score of (
is 88, and of (
Definition 2
The score of an r -good quad
Potential Solutions
By the method of narrows sieves, described in Sect. 2, we need to ensure that a monomial not represented by a correct potential solution, is represented by an even number of incorrect solutions. To achieve an even number, it is common to label entities that compose what is defined as a potential solution, and then, when these entities are repeated in the potential solution (which indicates that it is incorrect), swap their labels. This operation is supposed to result in a non-isomorphic potential solution having the same monomial, thereby pairing up incorrect potential solutions, a step used to prove the requirement regarding the even number mentioned above. Towards the implementation of the strategy above, we define L = {1, . . . , k + t}, which should be thought of as a set of labels (each integer being a label). Recall that
Thus, L has a sufficient number of labels to assign a unique label to each graph in the pattern P and each node in
We use L to label r -good quads in this manner, and thereby define potential solutions. We define the score of the potential solution as the score of the quad that it labels. We formalize this description as follows.
Definition 3 Given an
We now define two sets: Sol(r , s) contains all r -solutions (T , f gra , f nod , f con , ) of score s where is bijective; Cor(r , s) = {(T , f gra , f nod , f con , ) ∈ Sol(r , s) : f gra and f nod are injective}. Intuitively, Sol(r , s) is the entire search space of r -solutions of score s, with the labeling function being bijective. We consider correct potential solutions to be those potential solutions where no graph in the pattern P is mapped more than once to a subgraph of the host H , and where no two nodes in V (P) are mapped to the same node of H . These two conditions are captured by the restriction of f gra and f nod to be injective functions. We need to "sieve" all incorrect potential solutions from Sol(r , s) so that only correct ones remain.
Informally, the following lemma implies that each set Cor(r , s) contains sufficiently many correct potential solutions (that is, if there is a solution of size s, then Cor(r , s) is non-empty for some r ∈ V H ). . . , h t ) for the input. We define a quad (T , f gra , f nod , f con ) as follows.
Lemma 1 The input instance of PINQ
) is a partition of V S , and any cycle in S is completely contained in the subgraph induced by V S i , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ t. 4. f gra : P → P is the identity function. 5. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , t} and p
Let r be a node in V S 1 . We get that f gra is injective, and the first part of Condition 4a in Definition 1 is fulfilled. Since S is a subgraph of H , we get that Condition 2 and the second part of Condition 4a in Definition 1 hold. Since h i complies with Δ, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we get that Condition 3 in Definition 1 is satisfied.
) is a partition of V S , and h i is an isomorphism from P i to the subgraph of H induced by V S i , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we have that Conditions 1 and 4b in Definition 1 hold, and f nod is injective. Moreover, since any cycle in S is completely contained in the subgraph induced by V S i , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ t, we get that Condition 5 in Definition 1 is fulfilled. Thus, (T , f gra , f nod , f con ) is an r -good quad such that f gra and f nod are injective. By Definition 2, (T , f gra , f nod , f con ) has the same score s as the solution.
Now, consider some node r ∈ V H and score s ∈ N 0 such that there exists
(a) Since |V T | = t and f gra is injective, we let v i denote the unique node in
By Condition 2 and the second part of Condition 4a in Definition 1, we have that S is a subgraph of H . Since f nod is injective, we get that
) is a partition of V S . Since f nod is injective, and by Condition 2 in Definition 1, we get that h i is an isomorphism from P i to the subgraph of S induced by V S i , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. By Condition 3 in Definition 1, we have that h i complies with Δ, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. By the first part of Condition 4a and Condition 5 in Definition 1, we get that any cycle in S is completely contained in the subgraph induced by V S i , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Hence, (S, V SBefore we turn to deal with monomials, let us first conclude this part with the last definition not yet relying on algebraic notions. Here, we formally state what we mean when we say that two potential solutions are equal, or more precisely, isomorphic. It is necessary to do this, since later on we would like to partition the space of incorrect potential solutions into pairs having the same monomial, towards which we swap labels as mentioned in the beginning of this part. In that operation, we would need to argue that after we swap labels twice, we obtain the same incorrect potential solution. This would establish that we obtained pairs rather than, say, triples.
Definition 4 We say that
, if there is an isomorphism iso between the rooted trees T and T , such that
Associating Monomials with Potential Solutions
Recall that, in the narrow sieves technique, a parameterized problem is solved by associating monomials with potential solutions. Towards defining these monomials, we introduce the variables x, y e,h for all e ∈ V (P) ∪ V H and h ∈ V H , and z e,l for all e ∈ P ∪ V H and l ∈ L. It is worth mentioning that the entities which we would like to avoid repeating are those in V (P) ∪ V H (we refer the reader to our explanation of the definition of Cor(r , s) earlier), and those are precisely the entities that index variables together with labels. This is not a coincidence, and the logic underlying this choice will become clearer later in this part. Let ind denote the number of these variables, i.e., ind
We now define the monomials associated with potential solutions. In defining a monomial for an r -solution sol ∈ Sol(r , s), we store information about sol that allows reconstructing sol if and only if it is a correct solution (i.e., sol ∈ Cor(r , s)).
Given an r -solution, note that:
-x tracks its score (as in [4] ); -v∈V Tz f gra (v), (v) specifies which graphs to choose from P and how to label them; (v, p) specifies how to map nodes in V (P) to nodes in V H and how to label nodes in V H ;
specifies how to connect the graphs chosen from P.
In the following lemma, we claim that, by the narrow sieves technique, correct solutions are associated with unique monomials, and a monomial of an incorrect solution represents an even number of solutions. That is, a monomial associated with a correct solution cannot be associated with any other potential solution, and hence the correct solution can be reconstructed given only its monomial, while incorrect solutions do not have this property. The necessity of having a monomial of an incorrect solution represent an even number of solutions will be clearer later, when we evaluate a polynomial built on these monomials over a field of characteristic 2. Then, even numbers evaluate to 0, thereby sieving incorrect solutions. Below, we use the definition of isomorphism and the symbol ≡ introduced in Definition 4.
Lemma 2 Pairs {sol, sol } of non-isomorphic solutions in Cor
We now prove the first part of Lemma 2, stating that non-isomorphic correct solutions are associated with different monomials.
We first assume that (T ) , p * ). Since f nod and f nod are injective, we get that
. Therefore, we next also assume that f gra (root(T )) = f gra (root (T ) ).
Since f gra and f gra are injective,
Without loss of generality, we assume that the first condition holds. Moreover, we denote by u * the unique node in V T satisfying f gra (u * ) = f gra (u * ), and denote by p * and p * the unique nodes in
Since f nod and f nod are injective, if
, and again it holds that m(T ,
We now assume that (T , f gra ) ≡ (T , f gra ), which, without loss of generality, allows us to assume that T = T and f gra = f gra .
If
. Thus, we next also assume that
As the functions f gra and f nod are injective,
We next prove the second part of Lemma 2, stating that a monomial of an incorrect solution represents an even number of incorrect solutions.
Proof Recall that a function is an involution if it is a permutation that is its own inverse. We prove this part by showing that there is a fixed-point-free involution inv :
Furthermore, recall that given a universe U , a non-empty family F ⊆ 2 U where each set in F is of size 2, and an injective function : U → N, the min-max pair of (F, ) is the pair {u * , v
In our proof, we consider two cases. In each case, we define inv separately, and then prove that it satisfies the properties above. For this purpose, let
Case 1 First, assume that f gra is not injective. Let swap( ) = {v * , u * } be the min-max pair of (F, ) where
We begin by observing that the image of inv indeed lies in Sol(r , s)\Cor(r , s), that is, we map incorrect solutions to incorrect solutions, because inv(T , f gra ,
, which means that we match incorrect solutions having the same monomial. We now argue that inv is its own inverse.
Now, we proceed to show that inv is fixed-point free. Suppose, by way of con-
Thus, there is an isomorphism iso between the rooted tree T and itself, such that
By Condition 1 above and the definition of new( ), and since is bijective, we get
Since is bijective, this is a contradiction. We have thus shown that inv is fixed-point free, which concludes our first case.
Case 2 Now, assume that the function f gra is injective, and thus the function f nod is not injective.
First, we claim that the image of inv lies in Sol(r , s)\Cor(r , s), and that we match incorrect solutions having the same monomial. Indeed, inv(T , f gra , f nod ,
). Moreover, inv is an involution because swap( ) = swap(new( )), and hence
Lastly, we claim that inv is fixed-point free. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that
. Again, consider a function iso defined as in the case where f gra is not injective. By Condition 1 in this proof and the definition of new( ), and since is bijective, we get that (∀v ∈ V T : iso(v) = v). Thus, by Condition 2 in this proof, we get that
Since is bijective, this is a contradiction.
Evaluating the Sum of the Monomials
In what follows, our goal is to define a set of multivariate polynomials using the monomials introduced in the previous part. Specifically, we will have one polynomial for each node r ∈ V H . The usefulness of these polynomials will stem from the fact their evaluation will indicate whether there is a solution of score s, for any choice of s, to our input instance of PINQ I (with I F = I A = D = 0). That is, having these polynomials, our goal will be reduced to their evaluation, which results in univariate polynomials, and checking what is the degree of these polynomials. (Recall that such evaluation was explained in the Introduction.) This claim will be made precise soon in Lemma 3.
We first define our polynomials. For each r ∈ V H , we let
We next evaluate these polynomials over F q , the finite field of order q, where q = 2 log 2 (10(2(k+t)+t) ) . Informally, the choice of this q is meant to ensure that the field is large enough so that with high probability, if for any choice of s, the polynomial multiplying x s in P(r ) is not identically 0, its evaluation does not result in 0. Moreover, the choice of this specific form of q, that is, being a power of 2, is meant to ensure that its characteristic is 2, a property whose usefulness to us will be clear immediately.
By Lemmas 1 and 2, the input has a solution of score s if and only if there exists a node r ∈ V H such that P(r ) has a monomial with an odd coefficient in which the degree of x is s. Since F q has characteristic 2, we have the following result.
Lemma 3 The input instance of PINQ I (with I F
= I A = D = 0
) has a solution of score s if and only if there is a node r ∈ V H such that P(r ) has a monomial in which the degree of x is s.
sol is an r −solution in which ima( )⊆A m(sol). By the principle of inclusion-exclusion, P(r ) = A⊆L (−1) |L|−|A| P A (r ). Thus, since F q has characteristic 2, we have that P(r ) = A⊆L P A (r ). Thus, we can evaluate P(r ) by using the following lemma, whose proof is given in "Appendix A". In this context, recall that tw is the maximum treewidth of a graph in the pattern P, and that ind denotes the number of variables that we introduced, i.e., ind 
Concluding Procedure SimpleFewSingles
SimpleFewSingles first chooses values from F q (see below), to be assigned to all the variables, excluding x, of polynomials of the form P A (r ). It evaluates these polynomials, and thus evaluates polynomials of the form P(r ). Finally, it determines the maximum score s of a solution by verifying that at least one evaluation of a polynomial P(r ) resulted in a polynomial (whose only variable is x) of degree s.
To argue that SimpleFewSingles is correct, we need the Schwartz-Zippel Lemma, stated below. The lemma will be applied to each polynomial that evaluates to a coefficient of x when evaluating Sum[r ] in the pseudocode of SimpleFewSingles. 
Proof The time and space complexities of SimpleFewSingles follow from Lemma 4. By Lemma 3, the input has a solution of score s if and only if there is a node r ∈ V H such that P(r ) has a monomial in which the degree of x is s. Thus, if there is no solution, SimpleFewSingles rejects, and if there is a solution, it does not return a score larger than OPT. Moreover, if there is a solution, the following holds. By Lemma 5 and since the size of the field q, 2 log 2 (10(2(k+t)+t) ) , is at least ten times larger than the degree, 2(k + t) + t, we have that the coefficient at x s of P(r ) (x, a 1 , . . . , a ind−1 ), when assigned a 1 , . . . , a ind−1 uniformly at random, is nonzero with probability at least 9/10. Thus, we have that SimpleFewSingles returns OPT with probability ≥ 9 10 .
FewSingles and ManySingles: Extensions of SimpleFewSingles
Procedure FewSingles extends SimpleFewSingles to handle indels. Now, the input is of the form (n E , n P , P, H , Δ, I F , I A , D), where n E and n P are nonnegative integers. Informally, n E and n P indicate that we seek solutions that contain exactly n E edges from E H , with n P graphs in P that are not entirely deleted. 7 The parameter n E will be used to handle inputs of negative weights correctly (see Sect. 7), while n P will be relevant to the definition of the set of integers L that labels elements of potential solutions (see Sects. 5.1 and 6.1).
We start by explaining how we obtain FewSingles from SimpleFewSingles (the details are given in Sects. 4 and 5). First, we modify the quads presented in Sect. 3.1.1 to comply with n E and n P , and to consider indels. More precisely, modifying the quads to consider indels means that we allow f nod to delete nodes in V (P), add a function mapping paths whose internal nodes are deleted to walks in H (resulting in alignment insertions), and allow f con to insert nodes between the graphs it connects (resulting in free insertions). Second, we use the set {1, . . . , k − D + I A + n P } (instead of {1, . . . , k + t}) as the set of labels when we define what are potential solutions. This set allows labeling the graphs chosen from the pattern P (using n P indices), the nodes in V H that are mapped to nodes in these graphs (using k − D indices), and the alignment insertions (using I A indices).
The procedure ManySingles, a modification of FewSingles, efficiently finds solutions that contain many single-node graphs from P, that is, from P * . Its input is of the form (n E , n P * , n P , P, H , Δ, I F , I A , D) , where the new parameter, n P * ∈ N 0 , indicates that we seek solutions containing exactly n P * graphs from P * .
By using a divide-and-color step before each call to ManySingles, algorithm Exact only needs ManySingles to be correct under the assumption that there is a set
We show that this assumption allows us to avoid labeling nodes in V H that can only be mapped to nodes in V (P * ), and thus use the smaller set {1, . .
Informally, to this end, we handle incorrect solutions in which at least two nodes p, p ∈ V (P) are mapped to the same node h ∈ U as follows. First, note that now we do not have a different label associated with each repetition of h that we can swap in order to pair incorrect solutions having the same monomial. However, by the new assumption, we know that p, p belong to single-node graphs P and P in P. Thus, we can follow the approach of the narrow sieves-based algorithm for G M I in [6] . This means that if P and P are the same graph, we can simply swap the different labels associated with them and get a non-isomorphic incorrect solution that has the same monomial. Else, we swap the graphs themselves and get a non-isomorphic incorrect solution (since P = P ) that has the same monomial. Roughly speaking, swapping P and P means that the edges in the solution that were previously incident to p are now incident to p and vice versa. Note that it is possible to swap P and P and obtain the same monomial, because P and P are single-node graphs-this allows us to swap only p and p , which are mapped to the same node h; therefore, we obtain the same monomial. The precise details are given in Sects. 4 and 6. 
Notation

Assume an order < on V H . We refer to a walk w in H as a function, where w(i) is the ith node in w. Given h, h ∈ V H , walks(h, h ) includes all walks w from min(h, h ) to max(h, h ) in H , such that | dom(w)| ≤ I A + 2 and (h = h → 4 ≤ | dom(w)|).
Intuitively, these walks are meant to deal with the presence of insertions-now, we are allowed to have unmapped degree-2 nodes between two mapped (into V (P)) nodes in H , which are supposed to form a path. However, to ensure that we have paths, we need to avoid repetitions of nodes, which entails the examination of cases where nodes do repeat-these cases are modelled by walks. Having this setting in mind, we demand that | dom(w)| ≤ I A + 2 to omit consideration of walks that already require more alignment insertions that our budget allows (all internal nodes will correspond to insertions). The technicality (h = h → 4 ≤ | dom(w)|) arises when we claim later that an involution we define to pair-up incorrect potential solutions is fixed-point free (that is, when we prove a lemma similar to the second part of Lemma 2).
We further define walks H = h,h ∈V H walks(h, h
). Given p, p ∈ V P i , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ t, paths( p, p ) includes all paths in P i between p and p , having only degree-2 (in P i ) internal nodes, where if p = p then these paths are simple, and else (when p = p ) only p and p repeat and only as the endpoints (that is, we have a simple cycle). Examples for this notation are given in Fig. 4. 
An r-Good Pentuple
In this section we extend the r -good quads defined in Sect. 3.1.1 to comply with n E and n P and to consider indels, resulting in r -good pentuples. We thus implement the first modification mentioned in Sect. 3.2.
A pentuple (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con ) refers to a rooted tree T = (V T , E T ), and functions f gra , f nod , f pat and f con that satisfy the following.
We let
Together with T , we need f gra to specify which graphs to choose from P, and how to connect those graphs that are chosen, in the same manner that it is done in Sect. 3.1.1. 2. We let
As in Sect. 3.
and a node p of the graph in the pattern P to which v is mapped by f gra . However, now the domain of dom( f nod ) is only a subset of this set, since not all such pairs (v, p) should be mapped to a node in H because some nodes p ∈ V (P) are deleted. Having this thought in mind, dom( f nod ) should be viewed as the set of pairs in
)} where p is not deleted (in solutions we later associate with our pentuple). The purpose of f nod is to map such undeleted nodes p to nodes of H , and hence
3. Before we define f con , we need a new function f pat not present in Sect. 3.1.1, defined as follows.
This domain is interpreted as follows. We take every node v ∈ V (T ), every two nodes p, p of the graph in P mapped to v that are not deleted (indicated by having
, and every path path between these nodes (indicated by having path ∈ paths({ p, p })) whose internal nodes are all to be deleted (indicated by having no internal node p on path satisfy (v, p ) ∈ dom( f nod )). For (v, { p, p }, path) as above, if alignment insertions were not allowed, we were to map { p, p } (which we make adjacent after deleting the internal nodes of path) to an edge of the host H . However, since alignment insertions are allowed, { p, p } is mapped to a walk rather than an edge, that is,
It is worth mentioning that we can have both (v, { p, p }, path) and (v, { p, p }, path) with different paths in the domain of f pat , which makes sense because when we delete degree-2 nodes and add edges between other nodes as we described in the definition of homeomorphism, we can obtain a multigraph (see Fig. 1 ), and each individual edge should be mapped to its own walk. 4. Finally, we define the domain of f con (we are not yet ready to define its image): 
. , | dom( f pat (v, { p, p }, path))|−1}}. This index is thought of as a position, referring to the i-th node on the walk of H mapped to { p, p }.
That node (on the walk) can also serve as a node from which we construct a tree (consisting of free insertions) to connect the graph in P mapped to v by f gra to other graphs. The way in which we connect graphs will be clearer when we describe the image of f con .
To simplify the presentation, define f nod&pat (v, x) for all (v, x) ∈ dom( f con ) as follows.
In the first case, f nod&pat (v, x) directly gives us the node of the host H to which (v, x), being a node x in the graph mapped to v, is mapped. In the second case, f nod&pat (v, x) directly gives us the i-th node on the walk in H to which the pair { p, p }, being a pair of adjacent nodes (after the deletion of the internal nodes on path) in the graph mapped to v, is mapped.
The following definition will allow us to handle free insertions formally. In particular, it will help us define the image of f con below in Definition 7 (the analog of Definition 1). We remark that this definition is related to the concept of branching walks [29] . In this definition we will have a triple (T free , f free nod , f free lea ) that can be thought of as a tree whose nodes are mapped to nodes of the host H and whose leaves are mapped to the entities in the domain of f con . Recall that entities in this domain correspond to nodes in V (H ) being either nodes mapped to undeleted nodes in V (P) or specific nodes on walks in H mapped to pairs of adjacent nodes in V (P). These nodes are supposed to be the locations from which we "exit" graphs in the pattern P to connect them together using free insertions. The internal nodes of T free are precisely these free insertions. 
Definition 6 Given
That is, the root of T free is mapped to h. Intuitively, we would like h to be the location from which we "branch out" from a graph P in the pattern P using a tree on whose leaves we hang the graphs in P that are children of P according to
That is, f free nod maps edges of T free to edges of the host H .
That is, we avoid some repetitions of nodes in T free . 4. Finally, for all v ∈ leaves(T free ), we have
That is, f free lea (v) maps every lead of T free to a "branching in" entity, i.e., an entity in the domain of f con . We then require this entity to be mapped by f nod&pat to the same node of the host H as the one mapped to v by f free nod . We now present a modification of Definition 1, defining the pentuples corresponding to structures of potential solutions for PINQ I . In this definition, we assume that n E and n P are arguments given as input to FewSingles and ManySingles (see Sect. 3.2).
Definition 7 Given
Similar to the first condition in Definition 1, this condition says that r occurs only once (where we consider also occurrences that serve as alignment insertions, that is, nodes on walks mapped to adjacent nodes in V (P)), and the entity that is mapped to r is an undeleted node p that belongs to the graph in P mapped to the root of T .
For all
Similar to the second condition in Definition 1, here we mean that edges of graphs in P (after being updated by deleting nodes and adding edges) are mapped to a walk of the host H . Recall that we consider walks rather than edges since we deal with alignment insertions.
Similar to the third condition in Definition 1, we do not match a node in V (P) with a node in V H that cannot be matched according to Δ (indicated by having −∞ as the similarity score between these two nodes).
is an entity describing a location in the graph P in P mapped to v from which we intend to "branch out" (using free insertions) and reach the graphs that are the children of P according to (T , f gra ). Having this interpretation in mind, f con (v, x) = (T free , f free nod , f free lea ) is meant to describe this branching tree. As such, it is first required to be an f nod&pat (v, x)-walk tree. In particular, we use f nod&pat (v, x) since this is precisely the node of H that is mapped to the entity (v, x) from which we branch out. The second requirement is to ensure that the "branching in" locations, which are the entities (u, y) in the image of f free lea , are associated with graph in P that are the children of the graph P mapped to v.
For all v ∈ V T \{root(T )}, we have
Roughly speaking, here we mean for every non-root node v in V T , (i) there exists exactly one "branching out" entity (u, y) whose branching tree "branches in" into an entity (v, x) associated with v, and (ii) v is associated with exactly one "branching in" entity (v, x) . The first condition is enforced by having the first term in the equalities above be equal 1, and the second condition by having the second term be equal 1. Note that the second condition does not make the first one redundant, since even if v has only one "branching in" entity, many "branching out" entities may take a branching tree that goes into this specific branching in entitiy.
6. (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con ) complies with n P , n E , I F , I A and D as follows.
Here, n P is enforced to be the number of nodes of the tree T . Next, n E is enforced to be the number of edges (including repetitions) of the entire subgraph of H to which P is mapped. Indeed, note that for every x ∈ dom( f pat ), which corresponds to some edge of the pattern P after deleting nodes and adding edges, | dom( f pat (x))| − 1 is the number edges in the walk f pat (x) in H to which x is mapped. Moreover, the second sum specifies the number of edges incident to nodes of H that serve as free insertions. Now, I F is enforced to be the number of free insertions by summing up the number of nodes of every branching tree, excluding the root and leaves as these are not alignment insertions but branching out and in locations. Moreover, I A is enforced to be the number of alignment insertions by summing up the number of internal nodes on each walk mapped to an edge of a graph (after modification) in P. Finally, D is enforced to be the number of deletions since the term it is required to be equal to is the number of nodes in V (P) that are not mapped to nodes of H and hence deleted.
Finally, modifying Definition 2, we define the score of an r -good pentuple. Here, in addition to scores corresponding to the similarity between the nodes being matched, we sum up the weights of all the edges of the host H that are being used, either to map the graphs in P into H (given by the first term below) or as edges incident to alignment insertions (given by the third term below).
Definition 8
The score of an r -good pentuple (T , 
The Procedure FewSingles
We now present the technical details of the procedure FewSingles, following the explanation in Sect. 3.2. We assume as before that P is a set of constant treewidth graphs, and the weights are nonnegative integers (algorithm Exact only needs the procedure to be correct under these assumptions). Recall that the input for FewSingles is of the form (n E , n P , P, H , Δ, I F , I A , D) (see Sect. 3.2).
Potential Solutions
Let L = {1, . . . , k − D + I A + n P } denote the set of integers used in labeling r -good pentuples, resulting in potential solutions of the same score. More formally,
Definition 9
Given an r -good pentuple (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con ) and : we say that (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) is an r -solution.
We now define two sets of potential solutions. Sol(r , s) contains all r -solutions (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) of score s such that is bijective; and Cor(r , s) = {(T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) ∈ Sol(r , s) : f gra and f nod&pat are injective}. We define a pentuple (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con ) as follows.
there is a path between h and h in S whose internal nodes are in V S t+1 (only)}.
T = (V T , E T ) rooted at a node chosen arbitrarily from
, proceed as follows. For each path ∈ paths({ p, p }) on which there is no internal node p s.t.
(this is well-defined since we have already defined f nod and f pat ), define f con (P i , x) = (T free , f free nod , f free lea ) as follows. (a) V free = {h ∈ V H : h belongs to a path between f nod&pat (P i , x) and
nod&pat is welldefined since f nod&pat is injective).
Let r be a node in {h ∈ V H : ∃p s.t. f nod (root (T ) , p) = h}. It is straightforward to verify that (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con ) is an r -good pentuple of score s. Note that f gra and f nod&pat are injective. Since |V T ∪ dom( f con )| = |L|, we can choose some bijection : s) . Now, consider some r ∈ V H and s ∈ N 0 such that there exists a pentuple
. . , h t ) as follows.
1. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , t}:
Else, note that there is only one such v i (because f gra is injective), and follow Steps 1b-1e.
and {v, u} ∈ E free . As long as there is a cycle in the subgraph of H containing the edges in E S t+1 and their endpoints, choose an edge of a cycle and delete it. Denote the resulting edge set by E S t+1 .
. . , h t ) is a solution for the input with I A alignment insertions and D
. . , h t ) has less than I F free insertions, which is a contradiction. Thus, V S t+1 is a set equal to V S t+1 , which, by the definition of Cor(r , s), implies that E S t+1 is a set equal to E S t+1 . Therefore |E S | = n E , and the score of
This proof implies the following.
, is a set that does not contain nodes from ima( f nod&pat ).
Associating Monomials with Potential Solutions
We use below the following variables.
-w (which will track scores of potential solutions).
Let ind denote the number of these variables. Note that ind ≤ 1 + (|V H | + k + k 3 I A + |L|)|V H | + t|L|. We now define the monomials of the r -solutions in Sol(r , s).
, and thus we use below the following. (T ) , p * ) = r . Since f nod and f nod are injective, this contradicts Assumption 1.
Since f gra and f gra are injective, (T , f gra ) ≡ (T , f gra ) and f gra (root(T )) = f gra (root(T )), we can assume without loss of generality that there is v * ∈ V T which has a son u * in T , such that the (unique) node v * in T satisfying f gra (v * ) = f gra (v * ) (whose existence is implied by Assumption 1) does not have a son u * satisfying f gra (u * ) = f gra (u * ). Moreover, we can denote by u * the (unique) node in V T satisfying f gra (u * ) = f gra (u * ) (whose existence is implied by Assumption 1); and denote by x * and y * the unique elements satisfying (v * , x * ) ∈ dom( f con ) and (u * , y * ) ∈ ima( f free lea * ), where (T free * , f free nod * , f free lea * ) = f con (v * , x * ).
By Assumption 1, we have that
Since u * is a son of v * in T , u * is not a son of v * in T and f nod&pat and f nod&pat are injective, Assumption 1 and Corollary 1 imply the following claim. There is a node w * ∈ V free and a son s * of w * in T free * , for which there are no (T free * , f free nod * , f free lea * ) ∈ ima( f con ), w * ∈ V free * and a son s * of w * in T free * such that f free nod * (w * ) = f free nod * (w * ) and f free nod * (s * ) = f free nod * (s * ). We get that f gra ) , which, without loss of generality, allows assuming that T = T and f gra = f gra . By Assumption 1, and since f gra is injective, we get that f nod = f nod and f pat = f pat . Thus, Corollary 1 implies that if f con = f con , then there are (T free * , f free nod * , f free lea * ) ∈ ima( f con ), w * ∈ V free and a son s * of w * in T free * , for which there are no (T free * , f free nod * , f free lea * ) ∈ ima( f con ), w * ∈ V free * and a son s * of w * in T free * such that f free nod * (w * ) = f free nod * (w * ) and
. Thus, we next assume also that f con = f con , which implies that = .
Note that
Lemma 9 We can partition Sol(r , s)\Cor(r , s) into a set of pairs {sol, sol } such that m(sol) = m(sol ).
Proof We prove the lemma by showing that there is a fixed-point-free involution inv : s)\Cor(r , s) . First, assume that f gra is not injective. Let swap( ) = {v * , u * } be the min-max pair of (F, ) where
We proceed to argue that inv is fixed-point free. Suppose, by way of contradiction, 
Since is bijective, this is a contradiction. Now, assume that the function f gra is injective, and thus the function f nod&pat is not injective. Let swap( ) = {(v * , x v * ), (u * , x u * )} be the min-max pair of (F, ) where
We proceed to argue that inv is fixed-point free. Suppose, by way of contradiction,
. Again, consider a function iso defined as in the case where f gra is not injective. By Condition 1, the definition of new( ) and since is bijective, we get that (∀v ∈ V T : iso(v) = v). Thus, by Condition 2b, we have that
Evaluating the Sum of the Monomials
. We now evaluate these polynomials over the field F q , where q = 2 log 2 (10(4k+2I A +I F )) .
By Lemmas 7-9, the input has a solution of score s, such that |E S | = n E and {V S 1 , . . . , V S t } includes exactly n P nonempty sets, if and only if there is r ∈ V H such that P(r ) has a monomial with an odd coefficient in which the degree of w is s. Since F q has characteristic 2, we have
Lemma 10
The input has a solution of score s, such that |E S | = n E and {V S 1 , . . . , V S t } includes exactly n P nonempty sets, if and only if there is r ∈ V H such that P(r ) has a monomial in which the degree of w is s.
sol is an r −solution in which ima( )⊆A m(sol). Using inclusion-exclusion, and since F q has characteristic 2, we get that P(r ) = A⊆L P A (r ). Thus, we can evaluate P(r ) by using the following lemma (whose correctness follows by extending the dynamic programming-based computation described in "Appendix A"). 9 Note that (T free , f free nod , f free lea ) ≡ (T free , f free nod , f free lea ) if and only if there is an isomorphism iso between the rooted trees T free and T free , such that i. For all v ∈ V free : f free (1) ), respectively.
The Procedure ManySingles
We now present the technical details of the procedure ManySingles, following the explanation in Sect. 3.2. We assume that there is a set
Recall that the input for ManySingles is of the form (n E , n P * , n P , P, H , Δ, I F , I A , D). Here, we remind (informally) that n E and n P are meant to indicate that we seek solutions that contain exactly n E edges from E H , with n P graphs in P. Moreover, n P * indicates that we seek solutions containing exactly n P * graphs from the set of single-node graphs in P, that is, P * .
In this section we say that a pentuple (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con ) is r -good only if it satisfies the conditions: U ∩ ( w∈ima( f pat ) ima(w)) = ∅ and |{v ∈ V T : f gra (v) ∈ P * }| = n P * , in addition to the conditions in Definition 7.
Potential Solutions
Let L = {1, . . . , k − D + I A + n P − n P * } denote the set of integers used for labeling r -good pentuples, resulting in potential solutions of the same score. Formally,
We now define two sets of potential solutions. Sol(r , s) contains all r -solutions (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) of score s such that is bijective; and Cor(r , s) = {(T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) ∈ Sol(r , s) : f gra and f nod&pat are injective}.
Lemma 13
The input has a solution of score s without alignment insertions from U , such that |E S | = n E and {V SProof We describe how to modify the proof of Lemma 7 to obtain this lemma.
In the first direction, we now consider a solution satisfying two additional conditions: It does not contain alignment insertions from U , and its {V S 1 , . . . , V S t } set includes exactly n P * one-node sets. We change the definition of to correspond to the new required domain (specified in Definiton 11) and L (defined in the beginning of this part). Thus, is bijective, and the constructed pentuple satisfies the additional conditions U ∩ ( w∈ima( f pat ) ima(w)) = ∅ and |{v ∈ V T : f gra (v) ∈ P * }| = n P * .
In the second direction, we now consider the new definition of Cor(r , s), and thus get that the constructed solution satisfies the required additional conditions: it does not contain alignment insertions from U and its {V S 1 , . . . , V S t } set includes exactly n P * one-node sets.
Associating Monomials with Potential Solutions
We use the variables introduced in Sect. 5.2, and define the monomial of an r -solution in Sol(r , s) as follows.
While the monomials in Definition 10 have (v,x) , the monomials in Definition 12 have (v,x) (v,x) . Indeed, now we do not label graphs in P * . Nevertheless, the lemma analogous to Lemma 9 will still hold true as we will see immediately.
Lemma 14 If sol, sol ∈ Cor(r , s) are non-isomorphic, then m(sol) = m(sol ).
Proof The new definitions of Cor(r , s) and the monomial of an r -solution of score s only effect the last claim in the proof of Lemma 7 (i.e., the monomial uniquely determines ). Since this claim clearly holds, we have the statement of the lemma.
Lemma 15 We can partition Sol(r , s)\Cor(r , s) into a set of pairs {sol, sol } such that m(sol) = m(sol ).
Proof Some parts of this proof are similar to the proof of Lemma 9. However, we note that this is the only proof showing the necessity of assuming that there is a set U ⊆ V H such that (∀h ∈ U : If p ∈ V (P)\V (P * ) then Δ( p, h) = −∞) and (∀h ∈ V H \U : If p ∈ V (P * ) then Δ( p, h) = −∞). Thus, we give this proof in detail.
We prove the lemma by showing that there is a fixed-point-free involution inv : s)\Cor(r , s) . First, assume that f gra is not injective. Let swap( ) = {v * , u * } be the min-max pair of (F, ) where (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) ).
We proceed to argue that inv is fixed-point free. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) ≡ inv(T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) . Thus, there is an isomorphism iso between the rooted tree T and itself, such that
. 10 By Condition 1, the definition of new( ) and since is bijective, we get that (∀v ∈ V T \{v * , u * } : iso(v) = v), iso(v * ) = u * and iso(u * ) = v * . Thus, by Condition 3b, we get that there are (unique)
moreover, there is an isomorphism iso between the rooted tree T free * and itself, such that 1. For all v ∈ V free * : f free nod * (v) = f free nod * (iso (v)).
For all
Denote by l v * and l u * the (unique) leaves in T free * s.t. f free lea * (l v * ) = (v * , x v * ) and f free lea * (l u * ) = (u * , x u * ). By Condition 2, we get that (∀v ∈ leaves(T free * )\{l v * , l u * } :
Let w * be the lowest common ancestor of l v * and l u * in T free * , and let s v * and s u * be the sons of w * in T free * on the simple paths from w * to l v * and l u * , respectively. Since iso is an isomorphism between the rooted tree T free * and itself, we get that iso (s v * ) = s u * , and by Condition 1, we get that f free nod * (s v * ) = f free nod * (s u * ). We thus have a contradiction, since (T free * , f free nod * , f free lea * ) does not satisfy Condition 3 in Definition 6. Now, assume that f gra is injective, and thus f nod&pat is not injective. Let A = {(v, x) ∈ dom( f con ) : f gra (v) ∈ P * } and B = dom( f con )\A. We have the following cases. 
We proceed to argue that inv is fixed-point free. Suppose, by way of contradic- f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) . Again, consider a function iso defined as in the case where f gra is not injective. By Condition 1, the definition of new( ) and since is bijective, we get that
This case cannot happen since (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con ) is an r -good pentuple and hence it satisfies Condition 3 in Definition 7 as well as the new condition
is lexicographically smallest (this choice is welldefined, that is, unique, since and f gra are injective and
, new( )) (and neither of the previous two cases is satisfied by inv(T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , )), we get that (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) = inv(inv (T , f gra , f nod , f pat , f con , ) ). Following arguments similar to those presented in the case where f gra is not injective, we get that Given A ⊆ L, define P A (r ) = sol is an r −solution in which ima( )⊆A m(sol). Using inclusion-exclusion, and since F q has characteristic 2, we get that P(r ) = A⊆L P A (r ). Thus, we can evaluate P(r ) by using the following lemma (whose correctness follows by extending the dynamic programming-based computation given in A). Let 
Evaluating the Sum of the Monomials
Lemma 17
| tw+O(1) · k O(1) ) time and O(W · |V H | tw+O(1) · k O(1) ) space.
Concluding Procedure ManySingles
ManySingles(n E , n P * , n P , P, H , Δ, I F , I A , D)−n P * ·W log W · |V H | tw+O(1) · k O(1) ) time and O(W · |V H | tw+O(1) · k O(1) ) space.
An Exact Algorithm
We now describe our main algorithm (see below). Exact first manipulates the weights to be nonnegative (Step 1). The variable s, initialized to −∞, holds the highest score found so far, corresponding to the original weights. Exact iterates over all choices for n E , n P * and n P , specifying the number of edges, graphs from P * and graphs from P, respectively, in the currently searched solution (Step 2).
For each choice, Exact uses a calculation which determines whether n P * is "small" or "large" (Step 3), indicating whether it is now preferable (in terms of running time) to call FewSingle or ManySingles. If n P * is "small", Exact calls FewSingles to compute the maximum score of a solution complying with n E , n P * and n P (Step 4). In the next step, the term α(n E + k − D) is used to correctly compare between the score returned by FewSingles and s, since only s corresponds to the original weights. Now, suppose that n P * is "large". Before calling ManySingles (Step 20), Exact uses divide-and-color (Steps 9-19) to examine several choices of nodes in V H for mapping graphs in P * , and those used for mapping graphs in P\P * . In particular, the number of iterations of
Step 9 ensures that, with high probability, Exact examines such a choice that complies with a solution of maximum score. Finally, Exact returns the score s, unless no solution was found, in which case it rejects (Steps 27-31).
The next theorem states the correctness, running time and space complexity of Exact. + k − D) . Consider the iteration of Step 2 that corresponds to n P , n P * and n E that are the number of nonempty sets in {V S 1 , . . . , V S t }, the number of one-node sets in {V S 1 , . . . , V S t } and the number of edges in E S , respectively. If 2 n P * ≤ (k−D+I A ) k−D+I A n n P * P * (k−D+I A −n P * ) k−D+I A −n P * , then by Lemma 12, the call to FewSingles returns O PT − α(n E + k − D) with probability ≥ 9 10 , and thus Exact returns OPT with probability ≥ In such an iteration, the score returned by ManySingles is O PT − α(n E + k − D), and thus Exact returns OPT with probability ≥ 
Theorem 1 Exact
An FPT-Approximation Scheme
Finally, we describe our FPT-AS for PINQ I (see the pseudocode below). Recall that given any fixed > 0, an FPT-AS solves the input instance by returning a value in [(1 − )O PT , O PT ]. Algorithm Approx first ignores the weights and only checks if a solution exists, in which case it examines several choices for the maximum weight, M, used by a solution of score OPT. Using scaling and rounding (see, e.g., [23] ), Approx then manipulates the weights in the given instance to be small enough, so that our algorithm Exact can be implemented efficiently, with a small loss in accuracy. 
Theorem 2 Approx is an FPT-AS for
Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a fast algorithm for PINQ I , which both improved upon and unified several results related to the PINQ, ANQ and GM problems. Our algorithm relied on a combination of the algebraic narrow sieves technique and the combinatorial divide-and-color technique. In particular, following a divide-and-color partition of the input, our algorithm used two separate procedures based on the narrow sieves technique. We believe that such a combination can be used to develop parameterized algorithms for other problems where one can identify two extreme cases that are both amenable to narrow sieves; however, solving these cases requires to design different procedures based on the technique. From a theoretical point of view, it remains to determine whether PINQ I can be solved in time O * (2 k−D+I A ), similar to its two extreme cases ANQ and GM. It is unlikely that further improvements can be obtained: unless the Set Cover Conjecture (SeCoCo) fails, GM cannot be solved in time O * ((2 − ) k ) for any > 0 [6] , and therefore PINQ I also cannot be solved in time O * ((2 − ) k ) for any > 0. From a practical point of view, it would be interesting to employ our algorithm to examine the common scenario where one has only partial information on the topology of the pattern. To the best of our knowledge, current approaches that address this issue are either inefficient or discard information on the topology of the pattern. The main disadvantage of our algorithm lies in the fact that it is technically involved, but this is also a result of the fact that the definition of PINQ I itself is quite technically involved.
Definition 15 Let 1 ≤ i ≤ t, p * ∈ V P
i , h * ∈ V H and X ∈ V D i . We say that a function α : set(X ) → V H is a ( p * , h * , X )-mapping if:
